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África

The African continent is a unique experience for all
hunters and a must-go destination that shouldn’t be
missed. At Huntser, we strive to help hunters worldwide
realize their dream of hunting in Africa by offering
safaris that are adapted to the standards of our most
demanding clients.
Depending on what species are being sought, we
have exclusive rights to the most prized estates in
Mozambique, Tanzania, Botswana, Namibia and South
Africa.
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authentic hunting experience
in the best national and
international hunting
reserves.
We provide tailor-made hunting
activities and we are highly
committed to our clients while
adapting our services to their needs:
Managing estates, partridge
drives, stalking, Spanish montería
and unique safaris.

Argentina

This country is a small game paradise where you
can enjoy no-limit shooting of a wide variety of
ducks, doves and geese.
Huntser offer a variety of one-week packages that
include 5 days of shooting at Rufino, an area located
at the Southwestern tip of the Santa Fe region, which
borders the province of Cordoba.
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Managing estates, partridge drives,
stalking, Spanish montería and unique safaris

www.huntingservices.es

driven red leg partridge

The red-legged partridge is Spain’s most sought-after
small game hunt and at Huntser we specialize in
maintaining the essence of this traditional hunt while
scrupulously attending every little detail surrounding
this event. This year we continue to offer this service
in the most exclusive and representative estates of
Madrid, Castilla La Mancha and Andalucía.

ROE DEER & SPANISH IBEX

Roe Deer

Huntser has access to the best estates in Spain for
roe deer. Distributed among the provinces of Soria,
Guadalajara and Teruel, the areas jointly have more
than 100 permits and 25,000 hectares of ideal
hunting grounds. With high density and trophy quality,
client’s are guaranteed a high success rate of obtaining
their desired results.

stalking & spanish Montería

Stalking

Huntser have exclusive access to a private estate
located only 45 minutes away from Madrid where we can
guarantee the chance of encountering spectacular
red deer, fallow deer and mouflon.
We also have access to 8.000 hectares of open states
next to the famous Riaño Reserve where you can hunt
red deer, wolf, and chamois.

Huntser offers unparalleled red-legged partridge and
personal service, ensuring a quality that will satisfy the
most demanding clientele.

Spanish Ibex

Huntser works exclusively with the best private estate
annexed to the Gredos National Reserve, where each
year we hunt spectacular trophies at a fixed price
that easily surpass the requisites of a gold trophy.
This year we’ve expanded our area to include three new
estates neighboring the Muela de Cortes in Valencia,
totaling 12.000 hectares.
Trophies can be found here at very competitive prices.

Spanish Montería

Our philosophy at Huntser is to adapt the driven
hunt to suit our client’s expectations, so that they
fully experience this uniquely traditional
spanish hunt.
Our expert team of beaters, hunting dogs,
secretaries and catering remain at you full
disposal, ensuring a truly authentic monteria.

